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SUBMISSION ON GROUND TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS PROPOSED FOR 

SYDNEY AIRPORT’S T2/T3 PRECINCT  INTRODUCTION 

 

Lynda Newnam   www.bikesbotanybay.com                                    22/9/2014 

 

Thank you for allowing me to make this submission. 

 

The airport is the major employer in the region as well as being by far the most 

significant traffic generating precinct.  To address sustainability goals, dedicated 

cycleways need to be a major priority for the Airport upgrade.   

 

From Sydney Cycling Futures, December 2013: 

 

http://www.bikesbotanybay.com/
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EXISTING DATA & TARGETS 

 

The draft Ground Transport Plan 

fails to address existing, projected 

and aspirational cycling trip 

generation and mode-share goals. 

A target of 10% of all employee 

trips would be a reasonable 

starting point: 

10% of 12,000 workers who live 

within 5km of the airport = 1200 

people cycling to the airport each day, and that’s before counting bike trips by 

domestic passengers, many of whom are now carrying minimal luggage (eg, 

backpack) onto short haul domestic flights. This goal should increase into the 

future. 

 

Bicycles and tricycles could provide a sustainable option for trips within the 

airport grounds and even within terminals.   How many internal trips are 

presently taken by vehicle or by foot that are longer than 10min to complete?  

This is the type of data lacking in the proposal.  (Photo of paramedic, Heathrow) 
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TRIP DEMAND, CATCHMENTS AND JOURNEY ROUTES 

 

There is insufficient detail on the traffic modelling eg traffic and signal 

modelling for intersection crossings relevant to riders and pedestrians. Key 

issues include ensuring enough, and regular “green time” at traffic signals. The 

traffic modelling should factor the projected number of future pedestrian and 

cycling trips (given a connected cycling network) and provide details of the Level 

of Service (LoS) for pedestrians and cyclists.  

 

The documentation needs to include maps showing the airport’s internal cycling 

trip destinations (ie, the offices and work areas of the 12,000 workers) and 

cycling catchment areas and the (external to the airport grounds) routes they 

would take to arrive to the airport. This would be consistent with stated 

commitments to workplace travel planning 

eg. http://www.pcal.nsw.gov.au/workplace_travel_plan and to sustainability 

goals.  

 

NETWORK OF CYCLEABLE PATHS 

 

The current proposal is piecemeal and disjointed, see Fig 4.7.  It does not provide 

a safe coherent cycling network both internal to the airport grounds and on lands 

outside of the airport which Sydney Airport controls eg, north side of Joyce Dr 

east of O’Riordan St.   

 

BIKE PARKING  

 

The Plan proposes 30 bike parking spaces. This is inadequate for 

existing/potential and future demand.  Presently, there are approx 12,000 

employees living within 5km of the airport.  There are other employees living at 

distances within easy reach by bike or a combination of bike with car/public 

transport.  150,000 people travel to the airport every day; and in 2033, it’s 

expected that the airport will transfer 74.3million passengers, a good many of 

whom will be “walk up” domestic passengers carrying nothing more than a 

backpack. These are increasingly a key target riding market.   
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Placement of bike parking: 800m from the destination is a ten minute walk.  

Cyclists need secure parking at or within the destination building. 

 
 

REGIONAL IMPACTS  

 

There is insufficient evidence in the documentation to show how it enables and 

impacts upon regional urban development. What will be the interaction with 

nearby large-scale urban developments in Mascot, Botany, Wolli Creek, 

Arncliffe, Green Square.  What active transport options will be available for new 

residents to connect to the airport?  

 

  

 CONCLUSION 

  

 The Westconnex Enabling Project together with the Ground Transport Solutions 

strategy provides an excellent opportunity for the Airport to become more 

sustainable.  To achieve this, Active Transport must be recognised as a key 

element and it needs to be approached holistically.  

 

I would welcome the opportunity to provide input into a regional plan where the 

goal is to make Active Transport a real option for residents and workers on 

North Botany Bay (Airport and Port and surrounding Industry). 

 

 

  

 


